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Statement of Purpose

In 1984, a workshop was held on the “Climatic Variability of the Eastern North Pacific and Western North America.” From it has emerged an annual series of workshops held at the Asilomar Conference Grounds at Pacific Grove, California, or the Wrigley Institute for Environmental Studies at Two Harbors, Santa Catalina Island, California. These annual meetings, which involve 80-100 participants, have come to be known as the Pacific Climate (PACLIM) workshops, reflecting broad interests in the climatologies associated with the Pacific Ocean and western Americas in both the northern and southern hemispheres. Participants have included atmospheric scientists, hydrologists, glaciologists, oceanographers, limnologists, and marine and terrestrial biologists. A major goal of PACLIM is to provide a forum for exploring the insights and perspectives of each of these many disciplines and for understanding the critical linkages between them.

PACLIM arose from a growing concern about climate variability and its societal and ecological impacts. Storm frequency, snow pack, droughts and floods, agricultural production, water supply, glacial advances and retreats, stream chemistry, sea surface temperature, salmon catch, lake ecosystems, and wildlife habitat are among the many aspects of climate and climatic impacts addressed by PACLIM workshops. The workshops also address broad concerns about the impact of possible climate change over the next century. From observed changes in the historical records, the conclusion is evident that climate change will have major societal impacts through effects on global ecology, hydrology, geology, and oceanography.

Our ability to predict climate, climate variability, and climate change critically depends on an understanding of global processes. Human impacts are primarily terrestrial in nature, but the major forcing processes are atmospheric and oceanic in origin and transferred through geologic and biologic systems. Our understanding of the global climate system and its relationship to ecosystems in the eastern Pacific area arises from regional study of its components in the Pacific Ocean and western Americas, where ocean-atmosphere coupling is strongly expressed. Empirical evidence suggests that large-scale climatic fluctuations force large-scale ecosystem response in the California Current and in a very different system, the North Pacific central gyre. With such diverse meteorologic phenomena as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation and shifts in the Aleutian Low and North Pacific High, the eastern Pacific Ocean has tremendous global influences and particularly strong effects on North America. In the western United States, where rainfall is primarily a cool-season phenomenon, year-to-year changes in the activity and tracking of North Pacific winter storms have substantial influence on the hydrological balance. There are abundant climatic records, both instrumental and proxy, for this region. Recent research efforts are beginning to focus on better paleoclimatic reconstructions that will put present day climatic variability in context and allow better anticipation of future variations and changes.

The PACLIM workshops address the problem of defining regional coupling of multiple elements as affected by global phenomena. Because climate expresses itself throughout the natural system, our activity has been, from the beginning, multidisciplinary in scope. Our interdisciplinary group uses diverse time series, measured both directly and through proxy indicators, to study past climatic conditions and current processes in this region. The specialized knowledge from different disciplines has allowed for the synthesis of climatic records and process measurements to better understand the complete system.
Characterizing and linking the regional geosphere, biosphere, and hydrosphere provides a scientific analogue and, hence, a basis for understanding similar linkages in other regions and for anticipating the response to future climate variations. Our emphasis in PACLIM is to study the interrelationships among diverse data. To understand these interactive phenomena, we incorporate studies that consider a broad range of topics both physical and biological, time scales from months to millennia, and space scales from single sites to the entire globe.
Editor’s Introduction

Scott W. Starratt, US Geological Survey

In 2003, the Twentieth Annual PACLIM Workshop was held at the Asilomar State Conference Grounds at Pacific Grove, California. Situated on the beautiful windswept west coast, this was an ideal location for a conference on the climate of the eastern Pacific. Attended by more than 110 registered participants (see Appendix C, Attendees), this year’s workshop included 39 scheduled talks and 32 poster presentations. As a twentieth anniversary bonus, a special dinner was held at the Monterey Bay Aquarium.

Following the United Nations designation of 2002 as the “International Year of the Mountain”, the organizing committee (Mike Dettinger, US Geological Survey; Henry Diaz, Climate Diagnostics Center; Connie Millar, Pacific Southwest Research Station, Forest Service; Kelly Redmond, Western Regional Climate Center; Scott Starratt, US Geological Survey) assembled presentations aimed at evaluating past, present, and future trends in temperature and precipitation in the mountainous regions of western North America into a special session entitled “Integrated Climate Research in the Mountains” (see Appendix A, Agenda).

On the first evening, Kelly Redmond gave us an overview of the western weather and climate for the 2002-2003 “PACLIM YEAR” and Maury Roos presented the 2003 California Water Year report. In a change from the usual data-oriented presentations, Didier Sornette gave a more philosophical presentation on the endogenous and exogenous origins of crises, both natural and anthropogenic. In keeping with the theme of the special session, the Monday evening presentation by Lonnie Thompson explored recent contributions from ice cap records in Asia, South America, and Africa. For the Tuesday evening talk by Julio Betancourt, we moved toward the western coast of South America for a discussion of the late Quaternary history of the Atacama Desert and the Pacific slope of the central Andes.

Poster presentations were displayed throughout the meeting and time was set aside on Tuesday evening for their presentation and discussion (see Appendix B, Poster Presentations).

All presenters were invited to expand their abstracts into a manuscript for inclusion in the 2003 PACLIM proceedings volume, along with the abstracts from the oral and poster presentations. In this Proceedings volume, seven full-length papers are presented. The papers were not formally peer reviewed and editorial comments are generally limited to grammar, spelling, and format. Editorial comments on the content of some submissions have been offered, but any errors in fact or logic are the responsibility of the author(s).

Special Session Introduction—Integrated Climate Research in the Mountains

The goal of this year’s special session was to highlight some of the recent work in past (pre-historic), historic past, and present rates and magnitudes of climate change in the western cordillera. Discussions covered all of the major mountains in western North America. General topics included:
1) overall variations in mountain climates and the means of monitoring these changes, 2) specific changes in the alpine cryosphere, 3) how do changes in mountain climates affect local and regional water flow and water quality, 4) what effect will these changes have on surficial processes, and 5) what impact will these changes have on the rate and magnitude of ecosystem transformation.

In Part I of this session (“Paleo Perspectives”), the majority of the presentations reviewed high elevation climatic variation through ecosystem change and the role played by fire. Ice core, glacier ice volume, tree-ring analysis, reconstructed stream flow variation, and lacustrine records rounded out the session. In Part II (“Rather Recent”) instrumental records were discussed in the context of the causal mechanisms for regional temperature variations at low and high elevations, the role of snow pack in controlling high elevation temperatures, and the close relationship between hydrologic state variables and winter forecasts. Part III (“Looking Ahead”) reviewed a number of the regional monitoring systems that were currently in place and ended with a panel discussion that looked at the options for expanding mountain climate research.
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